Project Name:
Dimensional Letters and Logo Signs

Specifications:

Material:
- Sintra/PVC Panels
- Brushed Aluminum DiBond
- Acrylic, PETG, and Polycarbonate
- Metallic-Faced PVC
- Frosted P95 and Non-Glare Acrylic

Production:
- High-definition 6-color printing
- 1200dpi UV flatbed printing
- CNC digital cutting
- Adhesive backing with installation template
- Multi-tiered Panels

Sizes:
Various sizes up to 4’x8’

Quantity:
From one to hundreds of panels

Why We Do It Better:

- High-definition 6-color printing for vibrant colors and fine details
- Outdoor durable ink that aggressively bonds to substrate, will not chip, flake off, delaminate, and will not fade
- Letters and logos can be cut out of blank material, or can be printed first
- White ink is available for printing on clear and colored substrates, and can be fine-tuned to the exact opacity
- Optically-registered digital cutting offers perfect registration between parts and superb edge quality
- Easy installation with supplied template
- Super-fast turnaround